
Data Mining in Time Related Data Mining in Time Related 
DataData



Time Series Data MiningTime Series Data Mining

•• Data mining concepts to analyzing time Data mining concepts to analyzing time 
series dataseries data

•• Revels hidden patterns that are Revels hidden patterns that are 
characteristic and predictive time series characteristic and predictive time series 
eventsevents

•• Traditional analysis is unable to identify Traditional analysis is unable to identify 
complex characteristics (complex, noncomplex characteristics (complex, non--
periodic, irregular, chaotic)periodic, irregular, chaotic)



Time seriesTime series

•• „„a sequence of observed data, usually a sequence of observed data, usually 
ordered in time”ordered in time”

•• XX=(=(xxtt, , tt=1..=1..NN))



•• Diamonds = Diamonds = 
observationsobservations
–– E.g. Seismic activityE.g. Seismic activity

•• Squares = important Squares = important 
observations = observations = 
eventsevents
–– E.g. EarthquakesE.g. Earthquakes

•• Goal: to Goal: to 
characterize, when characterize, when 
peeks occurpeeks occur

Example 1: seismic time seriesExample 1: seismic time series



Example 2: welding time seriesExample 2: welding time series

•• Diamonds: measured Diamonds: measured 
stickout length of droplet stickout length of droplet 
(in pixels)(in pixels)

•• Squares: droplet release Squares: droplet release 
(chaotic, noisy, irregular (chaotic, noisy, irregular 
nature nature –– impossible impossible 
using traditional using traditional 
methods) methods) 

•• Goal: prediction of Goal: prediction of 
release of metal dropletrelease of metal droplet



Example 3: stock pricesExample 3: stock prices
•• Diamonds: daily open Diamonds: daily open 

priceprice
•• Squares: days when Squares: days when 

price increases more price increases more 
than 5%than 5%

•• Goal: to find hidden Goal: to find hidden 
patterns that provide patterns that provide 
the desired trading the desired trading 
edgeedge



Event = important occurrenceEvent = important occurrence

•• Ex1: earthquakeEx1: earthquake
•• Ex2: release of the dropletEx2: release of the droplet
•• Ex3: sharp rise (fall) of stock priceEx3: sharp rise (fall) of stock price



Temporal patternTemporal pattern

•• Hidden structure in time series that is Hidden structure in time series that is 
characteristic and predictive of eventscharacteristic and predictive of events

•• Temporal pattern Temporal pattern pp = real vector of length = real vector of length QQ



Temporal pattern clusterTemporal pattern cluster

•• Temporal patterns usually do not match Temporal patterns usually do not match 
time seriestime series

•• TPC TPC isis aa set of all points within delta from set of all points within delta from 
temporal patterntemporal pattern:: PP={={aa∈∈RRQQ: : dd((pp, , aa))≤≤δδ}}



Phase spacePhase space

•• QQ dimensional metric space embedding dimensional metric space embedding 
time series time series 

•• Mapping of set of Mapping of set of QQ observations of time observations of time 
series into series into xxtt=(=(xxtt--((QQ--1)1)ττ , ...,, ...,xxtt--22ττ , , xxtt--ττ , , xxtt))



Phase space example Phase space example -- constantconstant

•• XX={={xxtt==cc: : tt=1..=1..NN}}
•• ττ=1, =1, QQ=2=2



Phase space example Phase space example -- seismicseismic



Phase space example Phase space example -- weldingwelding



Phase space example Phase space example –– stock stock 
open priceopen price



Event characterization functionEvent characterization function

•• Represents the value of future „eventness” for Represents the value of future „eventness” for 
current time index current time index 

•• Addresses the specific goalAddresses the specific goal
•• Examples: Examples: 

gg((tt)=)=xxtt+1+1; ; 
gg((tt)=)=xxtt+3+3;;
gg((tt)=max{)=max{xxtt+1+1, , xxtt+2+2, , xxtt+3+3}}

•• Welding: Welding: gg((tt)=)=yytt+1+1;;
•• Stock prices change: Stock prices change: gg((tt)=()=(xxtt+1+1--xxtt)/)/xxtt



Augmented Phase spaceAugmented Phase space

•• QQ+1 dimensional space formed by +1 dimensional space formed by 
extending phase space with extending phase space with gg(·) = space of (·) = space of 
vectors <vectors <xxtt, , gg((tt)>)>∈∈RRQQ+1+1



Augmented Phase space exampleAugmented Phase space example

•• seismicseismic



Augmented Phase space exampleAugmented Phase space example

•• weldingwelding



Augmented Phase space exampleAugmented Phase space example

•• stockstock openopen priceprice



Objective functionObjective function
•• Measures how a temporal pattern cluster Measures how a temporal pattern cluster 

characterizes eventscharacterizes events
•• MM (    )(    )–– set of all time indices set of all time indices tt when when xxtt is is 

within (outside) temporal pattern cluster within (outside) temporal pattern cluster PP
M M = {= {tt: : xxtt∈∈PP, , t t ∈Λ∈Λ}}
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Objective functionObjective function

•• tt test for the difference between two test for the difference between two 
independent means (for statistically independent means (for statistically 
significant and high average eventness significant and high average eventness 
clusters)clusters)
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Objective functionObjective function

•• ttpp=card({=card({xxtt: : ∃∃PPii∈∈CC xxtt∈∈PPi i ∧∧ gg((tt)=1)=1})})
•• ffpp=card({=card({xxtt: : ∃∃PPii∈∈CC xxtt∈∈PPi i ∧∧ gg((tt)=0)=0})})
•• ttnn=card({=card({xxtt: : ∀∀PPii∈∈CC xxtt∉∉PPi i ∧∧ gg((tt)=)=11}) }) 
•• ffnn=card({=card({xxtt: : ∀∀PPii∈∈CC xxtt∉∉PPi i ∧∧ gg((tt)=)=00})})
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•• WhenWhen everyevery eventevent isis requiredrequired to be to be predictedpredicted by by temporaltemporal
patternpattern

•• gg() () isis binarybinary
•• CC -- collectioncollection ofof temporaltemporal patternpattern clustersclusters
•• RatioRatio ofof correctcorrect predictionspredictions to to allall predictionspredictions



Optimization problemOptimization problem

Genetic AlgorithmGenetic Algorithm
•• Chromosome consists of Chromosome consists of QQ+1 genes +1 genes 
•• E.g. E.g. QQ=2=2
•• ((xxtt--11,,xxtt,,δδ))
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Seismic exampleSeismic example



Discovery of frequent episodes in Discovery of frequent episodes in 
event sequencesevent sequences



Events, event sequencesEvents, event sequences

•• event: (event: (AA,,tt) ) AA∈∈EE
•• event sequence event sequence ss on on EE: (: (ss, , TTss,,TTee))

ss=<(=<(AA11,,tt11),(),(AA22,,tt22),...,(),...,(AAnn,,ttnn)>)>
•• window on window on ss: : ww=(=(ww,,ttss,,ttee), ), ttss<T<Tee,, ttee>T>Tss
•• widthwidth((ww)= )= tte e --ttss
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EpisodesEpisodes
•• Collection of events occurring togetherCollection of events occurring together
•• serial, parallel, nonserial, parallel, non--serial & nonserial & non--parallelparallel
•• ((VV, , ≤≤, , gg))

VV –– set of nodesset of nodes
≤≤ –– partial order on partial order on VV
gg::VV →→ EE mapping associating each node with event typemapping associating each node with event type
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Occurrence of episodesOccurrence of episodes

•• ww=(=(ww,37,44),37,44)
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Frequency of an episodeFrequency of an episode

•• WW((ss,,winwin) ) –– all windows in all windows in ss of length of length winwin
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GoalGoal

•• Given (1) a frequency threshold Given (1) a frequency threshold min_frmin_fr, (2) , (2) 
window width window width winwin, discover all episodes , discover all episodes αα
(from a given class of episodes) such that(from a given class of episodes) such that

frfr((αα,,ss,,winwin))≥≥min_frmin_fr



Episode rule generation Episode rule generation 
algorithmalgorithm

INPUTINPUT: event sequence : event sequence ss, , winwin, , minmin__frfr, confidence threshold , confidence threshold 
min_confmin_conf

OUTPUTOUTPUT: Episode rules that hold in : Episode rules that hold in ss with respect to with respect to winwin, , 
min_frmin_fr, , min_confmin_conf

1.1. /* find all frequent episodes *//* find all frequent episodes */
2.2. compute compute FF((ss,,winwin,,min_frmin_fr))
3.3. /* generate rules *//* generate rules */
4.4. forfor all all αα∈∈FF((ss,,winwin,,min_frmin_fr) ) dodo
5.5. forfor all all ββ≺≺αα dodo
6.6. if if frfr((αα)/)/frfr((ββ) ) ≥≥ min_confmin_conf thenthen
7.7. output the rule output the rule ββ→→αα and the conf. and the conf. frfr((αα)/)/frfr((ββ))



ExampleExample
•• ββ≺≺γγ
•• if we know that if we know that ββ occurs in 4.2% of windows and occurs in 4.2% of windows and γγ in in 

4.0% we can estimate that after seeing a window with A 4.0% we can estimate that after seeing a window with A 
and B there is a chance 0.95 that C follows in the same and B there is a chance 0.95 that C follows in the same 
window.window.
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Frequent episode generation Frequent episode generation 
algorithmalgorithm

INPUTINPUT: event sequence : event sequence ss, , winwin, , minmin__frfr
OUTPUTOUTPUT: Collection : Collection FF((ss,,winwin,,min_frmin_fr) of frequent episodes) of frequent episodes
1.1. compute compute CC11={={αα: |: |αα|=1}|=1}
2.2. l l = 1= 1
3.3. whilewhile CCl l ≠≠ ∅∅ dodo
4.4. computecompute FFl l = {= {α α ∈∈ CCll: : frfr((αα,,ss,win,win) ) ≥≥ minmin__frfr}}
5.5. l l = = l l + 1+ 1
6.6. compute compute CCl l = {= {αα: : ||αα|=|=l l and for all and for all ββ≺≺αα such thatsuch that||ββ|<|<l l 

we have we have ββ∈∈FF||ββ||}}
7.7. forfor all all l l dodo output output FFll
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